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Lindapter Fire Rated Decking Fixings
Independently fire tested connection solutions for securing
building services systems to composite metal decking.
To provide specifiers with additional confidence, Lindapter commissioned BRE
Global to run third party fire tests in accordance with BS EN 1991-1-2 on a
range of Decking Fixings installed in concrete backed composite decking
profiles. The BRE test report P116310 Issue 1 verifies load limits for 60 minute
and 90 minute fire ratings.
Lindapter’s extensive range of high quality, cost effective decking fixings are
conveniently installed by locking inside the dovetail re-entrant channels of popular
composite decking profiles. This innovative technique provides an adjustable fixing
point for suspending mechanical and electrical equipment that is fast to install and
does not compromise the strength of the deck.
Lindapter’s decking fixings are manufactured from steel and iron which are listed in
Commission Decision 96/603/EC as materials that make ‘no contribution to fire’ and
are considered as Class A1 Reaction to Fire Performance without the need for
additional fire safety testing.
In addition to the above, Lindapter’s range of decking fixings are also considered to
satisfy the requirements of performance Class A1 (non-combustible) for the
characteristic Reaction to Fire, in accordance with the EC decision 96/603/EC.
More information on Lindapter products and their fire ratings can be found on the
company’s new website: www.lindapter.com
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Notes
1.

Lindapter International are the inventor and pioneer of steelwork clamping
systems, providing an independently approved and exclusive product range of
steelwork fixings, cavity fixings, decking fixings and floor fixings.

2.

Lindapter has manufactured to the highest standard for over 85 years, earning a
multitude of independent approvals and a reputation synonymous with safety
and reliability.

3.

Lindapter is specified on countless projects across the globe from the Antarctic
to the Caribbean, in diverse applications as varied as the London Tower Bridge,
Target Field Ballpark, Dubai Shopping Mall and Gautrain Rapid Rail Link.

